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What

he seventh day is a palace in time," 1 wrote
Abraham Heschel, in so
doing dusting off the ancient definition of the Hebrew
prophets for whom the Sabbath
was a "sign." But instead of being a sign in space, like the
m o n u m e n t which sees itself
eroded by time and becomes a
sign of death, the Sabbath is a
sign in time and stands out with
its actuality and freshness—a palace erect in the midst of hovels,
of sublime beauty which inspires
our song and welcomes us.
A S i g n of R e m e m b r a n c e
The Sabbath is essentially
linked with memory. This is
most explicit in the Ten Commandments, where one is to "remember" 2 the Sabbath. Memory

does

it mean

to keep

the

is also involved when an event of
the past is concerned, as in the
case for the Sabbath. In fact, the
Sabbath is the act of remembrance par excellence, for it recalls
Remembrance
implies

the

historical
plunges

concrete,
fact

its

roots

that
into

reality.
an absolute past: the origin of the
universe and of humanity, the
past of all things and of all
peoples. The association in the
Decalogue of the commandment
of the Sabbath with the fifth
commandment also alludes to the

Sabbath?

importance of memory. Not only
are the two commandments juxtaposed; they are also the only
two to be formulated in a positive way: "Remember. . . . Honor
. . . ." All other commandments
are negative ("Thou shalt not . .
."). This correspondence indicates a common preoccupation.
These two commandments exhort one to remember by evoking the origin and roots of man:
the fourth commandment pointing to the creative act of God, the
fifth to the procreative act of the
parents.
The binding together of Sabbath and memory inspires not a
philosophical flourish nor a beautiful truth to meditate upon, for
remembrance implies the concrete, historical fact that plunges
its roots into reality. Hence, the
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1 light in the experience
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£ of the "God with us."
Creation and its conThis notion is also imclusion on the seventh
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Sign of hope in something else.
association of the Sabstrive and eventually
bath to the shekhinah, sign of
Egyptian yoke,4 and later as a sign
surge forth.
God's presence. One can also obof liberation of the Babylonian
In remembering the event of
serve that the phrase "wayyekal
exiles,5 as these two events increation, the Sabbath finds itself
melakhah" (He completed the
volve the powerful act of recreas a sign of hope, in that it evokes
work), which introduces the Sabation, evoking the original act of
the miracle by which light shone
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bath at the end of the creation, 10
is the same phrase which introduces the shekhinah at the end of
the construction of the sanctuary
by Moses11 and of the temple by
Solomon. 12 These are the only
three passages which use this
The
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phrase, as though to emphasize
the link between the Sabbath and
the shekhinah.
As a sign of God's presence,
the Sabbath nourishes here below, in our time, our deep longing for the day when His presence shall be fully revealed. Significantly, the Sabbath is referred
to as the "day of the Lord," 13 an
expression which also designates
the day of the coming of the
Lord, which will put an end to
all misery, inaugurating a new
era. The Sabbath "day of the
Lord" points to the other "day of
the Lord" as the sign par excellence of hope.

from above. Certain elements
suggest even that the Sabbath is
preponderant to the other laws.
For example, in the levitical account, the Sabbath is distinguished from the other festivals
and days of rest.14 In the biblical
tradition, the Sabbath has been
preserved as the first commandment which men and women
observed immediately after Creation; the first couple inaugurated their existence and the
course of human history by observing this commandment. The
Sabbath was also the first commandment given to Israel immediately after their flight from
Egypt. 15 Among all the Levitical
laws, the Sabbath is the only
commandment which is not annual, the only day independent
from the natural and astronomical cycles, and has no moral or
natural cause to justify its observance. The only raison d'etre of
the Sabbath is religious. It is, in
fact, the only c o m m a n d m e n t
which implies faith.
The Sabbath is also the sign
of the absolute in that it embodies the gracious act of a God of
love, w h a t the psalmist celAs

a sign

presence,

of
the

nourishes
A S i g n of t h e A b s o l u t e
The Sabbath evokes the absolute, as it refers to a reality which
transcends us, to a law which
comes from beyond, a gift from
God, a sign of God.
The Sabbath is a sign of the
absolute primarily because it is
divine law. The way the Sabbath
is introduced in the Decalogue is
significant: "Remember . . . ."
This is not an ordinary imperative. We are dealing here with
an absolute infinitive, which denotes an imperative of emphasis.
The Sabbath is therefore perceived as an imperious law which
imposes itself absolutely and
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ebrates as hesed of God. 16 The
Sabbath reminds us that we are
nothing but the outcome of divine generosity. In fact, the gift
of the Sabbath was given neither
as an answer nor as a reward for
human work. The Sabbath reminds us that it was God who

took the initiative to give men
and women the rest which they
did not deserve, enabling them
to enjoy a communion which
they had not sought. In practice, the Sabbath is also a pedagogy of hesed in that it teaches
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us the value of the non-action
in relation to God; in abstaining from work on the Sabbath,
we demonstrate our total dependence on God. What we have is
not the result of our work or our
effort, but is understood as a gift
from God. It is the hesed which
causes the psalmist to burst out
in song: "Let your face shine on
your servant, save me in your
unfailing love [hesed.].17 It is at
the heart of the Sabbath that the
law and the grace, traditionally
opposed by the Christian tradition, find reconciliation. In observing the fourth commandment, the believer does not exclude the grace of God. Quite
the opposite, it is by observing
the law of God that the believer
expresses his faith that his salvation depends entirely on the
grace of God.
Finally, the Sabbath is sign of
the absolute in that it testifies of
God Himself, the One who is
August 1996/SHABBATSHALOM
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absolutely "Other." Henceforth
the Sabbath is called the "day of
the Lord." 18 It is the day which
the Lord has made, 19 the sign of
God. 20 The day of Sabbath is
therefore a time intrinsically sacred, which stirs up in us the
deepest respect and the necessity
of observing the day chosen by
God and not this other decreed
by human tradition. The Sabbath is more than a day of rest
and recreation at the end of the
week; it is the concrete expression of our faith in God, the sign
that our values depend on God.
A S i g n of L o v e
And yet, the Sabbath finds no
existence outside of the human
person, for the Sabbath is not
only a "deed" of God for humans; it is also a "deed" of humans for God. 21 The Sabbath is
sanctified inasmuch as two partners are involved. It is a sign
between God and his people. 22
However, the human "doing" is
but an answer to the divine "doing." As well as being the expression of God's love toward
mankind, the Sabbath is, on the
human level, an expression of
love for God. This understanding of the Sabbath as an answer
clearly suggests that humans,
not God, should be the ones to
adapt. The Sabbath exhorts us
to abstain from doing our own
will: "If you keep your feet from
breaking the Sabbath and from
doing as you please on my holy
day, . . . if you honor it by not
going your own way and not
doing as you please or speaking
idle words, . . . ."23 The Sabbath becomes also an act which
confronts the reality of life and
not a disembodied "spiritual"
truth. The believer who observes the Sabbath engages in an
experience which obliges him/
her to meet with God where He
is. In this encounter the believer
silhouettes self against an indifferent world occupied otherwise
and elsewhere.
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The human's encounter with
God does not, however, exclude
encounter with others. On the
contrary, the human's communion with God is fulfilled only
through one's communion with
others. This social dimension of
the Sabbath is already implied in
the story of the Creation, which
relates man and woman to the
first adoration. It is even more
explicit in the Decalogue, where
all the family members, the
slave, and the stranger are invited to enjoy in this day the
same privileges of liberty and
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rest as the Israelites. The Sabbath is the day when we remember that the other is an equal and
deserves our respect. It is also
the day when in the family gathering the arts of listening and
dialoguing can be cultivated.
The way the Sabbath is situated in the literary structure of
the Decalogue confirms its preoccupation with both God and
mankind. The text of the Sabbath is located at the center of
the Decalogue, geometrically
and thematically speaking. 24 As
far as the geometry is concerned,
we notice that the fourth commandment is comprised of 55

words (in Hebrew) and is situated between 67 words (first
three commandments) and 41
words (last six commandments).
The commandment of the Sabbath comprises, then, approximately half the words of the
whole Decalogue (55/108) and
occupies its center. Thematically, we notice that the first
three commandments are concerned with the relation between
God and man, whereas the last
six commandments involve the
relation between humans. The
Sabbath functions, then, as a
bridge between the two series of
c o m m a n d m e n t s and is concerned with relations between
God and humans as well as between humans.
Sign of God's love for us, but
also sign of our love for Him, the
Sabbath is the sign that the vertical relation does not exclude
the horizontal relation, but that
they are interdependent.
A S i g n of L i f e
The Sabbath celebrates Creation and thus implies a positive
appreciation of life. The senses,
the food, and the beauty are well
received and fully enjoyed. In
the second century, the gnostic
Marcion, who despised the human body and creation, rejected
the Old Testament and its God
YHWH, the God of Creation,
claiming that it had been replaced by the God of the New
Testament, the God of salvation.
The spiritual domain has since
then been valorized over the
physical one, the despicable
flesh. This dualism has affected
Christian anthropology. The
soul, the spirit, has been distinguished from the body. Along
the lines of Platonism, salvation
has then been understood as a
deliverance from the body. And
the ideal of existence has been
described essentially as a spiritual effort outside and sometimes against the body. Since
Marcion, many Christian theo-

logians have opposed salvation
to Creation. One of the most
interesting symptoms of this
dualistic mentality may well be
detected in the Christian shift
from the Sabbath m e m o r i a l
of C r e a t i o n to the S u n d a y
memorial of salvation. Sabbathkeeping expresses, then, a religious philosophy that says yes to
Creation and the senses and involves the body in the "spiritual"
process of salvation, affirming
by that same token the unity of
the human person.
Sign of the past and the future,
the Sabbath tears us from our
present to rekindle our memory
and set our hope ablaze. Sign of
the absolute and of love, the Sabbath teaches us to open ourselves
to others—to man and to God.
If humans have lost the meaning of the Sabbath, it is because
they have lost their roots and perspectives. Today, the Sabbath is
no more a sign of the glorious
event of Creation nor of the extraordinary hope of a recreation.
People are comfortably settled
here below, even in their Sabbath,
which has shriveled up into a
mere "weekend" or an obscure
ritual.
If humans have lost the sense
of the Sabbath, it is because they
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are unable to open up to others.
It must be noticed that the three
monotheisms that issued from
the Bible—Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam—all observe a different Sabbath, as though to avoid
any possible encounter with the
o t h e r — m a y b e also to avoid
stumbling upon God.
From the depths of ages to our
time, the Sabbath is a sign to the
Jew and to the Christian. Even
more, the Sabbath is the sign that
comes between the Jew and the
Christian. The Sabbath is one of
the first elements which determined and even maintained the
open wound of their separation.
Separated by time, the Jews
and the Christians have lost sight
of each other. What better way
for them to meet again than to
consent, together, to adore at the
same time as indicated by the
God of Abraham, Israel, and also
of Paul.
The Sabbath would then become the sign of a miracle: sign
that we remembered, sign that
God is more than a tradition that
is dead, sign of life, sign of hope
in something else—like a tree in
the wilderness.
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